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First Things First

From the Mann Himself

Letter from the Editor

Remember the Sabbath

Natalie Gessert

By

Concord managing

editor

By John Mann
Seminary Pastor

Sabbath has come unwanted and early for many employees
at

Augsburg Fortress.

All

nine

United States AF bookstores

for its Luther

will close, save

Seminary

site which

is

Accordingly, when you are asked what
You are to hallow the day of rest" means,
answer: ` Hallowing the day of rest means
to keep it holy." What is meant by ` keeping
it holy". Nothing else than devoting it to
holy words, holy works and holy living. The
day itself does not need to be made holy,for
it was created holy. But God wants it to be holy for you. So it

not

by AF. Beth Lewis, Fortress president and CEO is
in the Anglican Journal, stating, " The publisher will
focus its ministry on its two most important callings: group
owned
cited

use

for

materials

faith formation

congregations, such as

worship materials, and textbooks and monographs for
higher education... We questioned whether we should be in
and

all markets or whether

In light

of

Seminary

this

recent

staff

denominational publishing is viable."
development, an anonymous Luther

person pointed out, "

This is

a

becomes holy or unholy on your account, depending on whether
you

necessary

it

spend

doing

something

holy

or

unholy. - The Large

Catechism,§ 87

end to an endeavor extending itself beyond boundaries
appropriate

While

to its

perhaps

prior

theological

harsh for

and

biblical

standards."

Ideally, we have the " keep it holy" part. Those of us who
lead worship, preach the word and celebrate the sacraments

our current register, this statement

speaks to worship, devotional and faith life rendered with
accountability to a particular belief or
tradition. Perhaps AF needs a Sabbath' to evaluate their
roots, direction and purpose. This is, perhaps, no different
static and without

for

(

Sabbath. Whether we are so focused in the right spirit, God
can judge.

us.

What is the audacity

hope

of

without

purpose?

Yes, the part we are endangered to miss, in all our efforts

The

and churchly labors, is the urgency of a time of rest as well

Sabbath is meant to be a time pregnant with purpose; a time
intention. As Mary Hinkle Shore points out, the
Sabbath is not a day of intensified self-care. Instead, it is,
the immortality project managers' day off." The Sabbath
is a day meant to replace our own hope with the purposeful

as a holy focus.

of rest with

I

announcement of your chosenness.

because

God didn' t

grab our attention and place

to

choose you

It is

your "

a strange

have

you

into accountability

of

hope in ability,

gives you

Luther admits that this word, given particularly to the
Jewish people, is in part for rest and refreshment. That is the

part of the third commandment many of us miss most often.

If rest was good enough for God on the seventh day, can we

Jesus Christ

really argue that we have more important things to do?

so your personal project will be laid to rest. Just as we lay
rest

those

CO

loved into

we

the certainty of
Your struggle is

a grave, we are

rest with

Correction:

Hope is bound up in certainty.
permanent. God says so.

resurrection.
not

CO

concord@] uthersem. edu•(

Frank Johnson, copy editor
Colin Grangaard, contributing
jeni Grangaard,
contributing

Marie Olson, contributing
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In the October 2008 issue, the article

titled" Meet Your 2008-2009 Student Council" incorrectly
identified Martin Patrick as Patrick Martin.

D
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Natalie Gessert, managing editor
Ken Carrothers, production manager
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laid to

things to do 2

and renewal, even amidst—perhaps especially amidst—the
holy things we handle.

of

faith: God

we have more important
1

who was murdered for reaching out to Israel! That is taking
the Sabbath law seriously, indeed. We need not be so bound
to legalism. Yet we do truly need to attend to our need for rest

mortality celebration.
day off" from struggling to convince the world
right to exist. Sabbath is God' s way of
drawing

you

a

kind

death

can we reallyargue
that
g

Anwar Sadat of Egypt. His post-assassination funeral came
on the Sabbath. Thus the prime minister of Israel was forced
to walk in public in the funeral procession—in the land of
so many enemies—to pay respects to the President of Egypt

restlessness and struggle.

The Sabbath is

this

,,,

President

of

character or thought, causing us to say" no to Sabbath and
yes

of

the

after

certainty that you might rest in hope. In this issue, M.Div
Senior Ben Cieslik writes about the seductive power of" yes."
He is right. The most glamorous, glorious, attention-getting
to

the

command again

were

scheme seems

shaken

to

meaning

particularly likeable, loveable, quick
and witty. God chose you because He loved you first and He
gave that hope so your whole life might be one of Sabbath;
you

was

awake

hope God provides. Sabbath is a time of reassuring hope that
worth is not located in your best idea or self, but in God' s

to

along with those who teach, play music or clean the church

between services) are certainly focused on the holy things of

The Concord is

a monthly publication prepared by students at
Seminary, 2481 Como Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55108, and reflects
official position of Luther Seminary nor of the Evangelical

Luther
no

Lutheran Church in America( ELCA). The Concord is distributed
in both a print and an electronic format. Copyright 2008-09,
Luther

editor

editor

editor

Seminary. All

publication
or of

this

may

Luther

rights reserved.

necessarily

for the

Seminary. No

is

personal use

other use

Opinions

represent

Seminary. Permission

publication

Luther

not

is

the

given
of

contained

views of

in this

the Concord

for the duplication

of

persons associated with

allowed without

the

expressed

written consent of the publisher, Luther Seminary. Questions and
comments may be directed to concordCaluthersem.edu.
Readers are encouraged to interact with the Concord in a
variety of ways. Articles and" Letters to the Editor" are welcomed,
as are less formal responses offered through the online version. All
submissions should include the author's name, telephone number
and, if applicable, class standing. Submissions should be received
in our mailbox in the Olson Campus Center( 98); at our office,

Gullixson 10; or by e-mail. The managing editor reserves the right
to publish, edit, or disregard all submissions.

Inside from the Outside

An Adamant Sabbath
M. Div. intern

F

T

I

rolled

into my

night,

from

funeral

about

and praise

to

couple of

days

from

what

off

to be

are

becoming increasingly busy
internship would be busy, but

able

recuperate

been

I did

and

I do.

comfort

and

a sermon or a newsletter article

drained

activities

being busy." At my
Peace Lutheran Church in Dresser,

Wisconsin, I

every
that

write

other

week.

comes

from

schedule.

if

the

re-connect with God. It means being able
to remove oneself from caring for others,
to beingcaredfor in body,mind, and spirit.
It means being able to reflect on the past

real and personal

wonder

not necessarily "

site,

physical rest but also the chance to

then giving them Jesus in a very

and

describing the

visiting those in the
occasion to offer

of

solace.

when

if I have

and

services

and

way, used me to glorify His name, and so

in

having been properly rested, I can, with
the help of God, begin the week. I begin
the week knowing that I will be used to

make sure

further The Kingdom here on earth until

that the Gospel, in

at the end of the week I again return to

a

There is

a

rhythm

between. There is the desire to

regular

that

having

a

two

its forms in the worship time, has
been presented to the best of everyone' s

draining

block

writer' s

all goes well and

with

school

give

and

all of

hits.

week and realize that God has, in some

Sundays

Sunday

adult

am

sometimes

given enough.

my apartment exhausted.

In the next

COl C01RD:

Dear Editor,

would

Nevertheless, I

I leave

be especially exhausting,

can

the

appreciate

having the

Letter to the Editor
I

way. I

sermon

However, it can be

occasional

being

Sabbath in this context means not only

hospital

use when

a full-time student with huge blocks of
time that can be devoted to Sabbath.

after

I like taking communion
learning about their lives

responsibility

busy" is

individuals. This is nothing like being

in the

drained

shut- ins,

to

Maybe "

pressures that our profession can put on

for their

means

for twelve hours. Visitations have

not a good word

would also

draining.

is

am

so

think that it

learning

it

and what

be

not

Writing

faith

on

wonderful.

to the

I knew

been in ministry for thirty-four years,
he fully understands the demands and

seventh and eighth-graders

church

weeks.

and energizing with

Confirmation

accomplished.

lives. But I

practice.

time to recuperate and recharge. Having

than

Wednesday is busy
50+

to have a

so glad

but also insures that I get the requisite

with visitations, a

band
was

be draining if they go on
an hour and nothing is

more

getting

filled

day

a

I am thankful that my supervisor

is adamant about taking time off. He
not only guards his own time jealously,

for

exhausted

ability.

opportunity to get to know the people
in the congregation presents itself. But,
meetings can

about

Thursday

9: 00pm

thing. Especially
internship where the

good

a

are

in the

on

early

apartment

I

Meetings

Bob Sinclair

By

I

like to thank Ms. Gessert

and

Workers of the land, unite! Our next issue is all about:

the Concord

staff for the balance of this journalistic ministry. As
a

Lutheran, I

am always

drawn to this already/

Authority

not yet,

sinner/ saint, law/ gospel way of living. I' m sure the
FCC would be proud of the" Fairness Doctrine" of this

Why? Because we said so. Take up your mat and walk, because

publication. Being a conservative in this school and
how it feels to be

a minority

by

our recent

city, I begin to
group. This sense has been heightened
understand

election and

the hype that

However, the Concord is a

affect our mission as

double- edged sword out of His mouth long enough to tell us

goes with an election year.

place where

multiple viewpoints, voices, and

that

Sabbath is over. What is authority? Jesus is coming and we

hark the heralds announcing His peace and reign. He takes the

I know I

insight

Christians. I

on

will

find

the topics

am glad

to know

that Luther Seminary is a place where differences in
politics, opinions, and ideas are respected and brought

into dialogue. I am glad that we can argue about agendas
and ideologies and yet be close friends. Even more than

"

All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me"( Mt
28: 18). So, now that Jesus is in charge, what does this mean for
us, the proletariat? How do we, who find ourselves under the

authority of the Most High, consider the other authorities of this

world? Hurry! Write your manifestos before the baby is born. The
honor of your presence will be requested, mangerside.

that, I am glad that this diversity of thinking will allow
us

to

serve and proclaim

in

united

Christian

mission

Articles are due Wednesday, December 3.

in the wide spectrum of contexts that exists in this

wonderful country and in the whole wide world. Thank
you,

Concord. Thank

you,

Jesus!

If interested in being solicited for articles in the future,
please send an e- mail to concord@luthersem. edu.

Peace in Christ,

Ben McIntire

Pay rate is$ 15 per article with up to 300 words
and$ 25 per article with more than 300 words.

M. Div. Senior
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Inside from the Outside

Polyphonic
Ebassa Berhanu

By

M. Div. Senior

How does

being

a

part

of

Lutheran Church, in Minneapolis. I had been away from
my own culture for so long that being involved itself

language

a

or culturally specific church impact your
faith experience in a primarily mainline
Protestant and English-speaking culture?

became a culture shock. The services are not like the

typical American Lutheran services, usually lasting
more than two hours, with praise and worship bands

I simply and honestly say, it grounds me.
two worlds gives me the opportunity to
have the best of what God offers to those who believe

Being

and prayers that are not previously written and last

a part of

be

to uplift

Worship

It was just a few years ago that I became involved in
what is now called Our Redeemer- Oromo Evangelical

the

more than fifteen minutes!

Being part of the Oromo Christian community has

God in two

strengthened and empowered my prayer and devotional

languages. I have the opportunity to connect with people
from different backgrounds who have different, yet

life and has taught me the importance of a strong

and

able

and praise

sometimes similar, stories of

name of

community working together to spread the gospel.

triumphs.

struggles and

Dr. Martin Luther writes in his Large Catechism, "...

Furthermore, I have the privilege to see how God' s
love reaches, touches and changes all people. Most
importantly, I have the chance to share His love with

most especially, that on such day of rest ( since we can
get no other opportunity) freedom and time be taken
to attend divine service, so that we come together to

may not look the same and may not speak
language, but are made in the same image.

people who

the

same

When I first came to the United States I

hear and treat of God' s and then to praise God, to sing
Church because it represents the people coming from all

young
boy, only twelve years old. Growing up in Ethiopia for
the first twelve years of my life exposed me not only to
my Christian religion, but to spirituality. When I came to

the United States I was exposed to a

Although I

in

was raised

a

Minnesota' s Iron Range, I

difference the

new

Christian

couldn' t

kind

over the Twin Cities - Brooklyn Park, Brooklyn Center,

Richfield, Columbia Heights, Burnsville, Apple Valley,
Coon Rapids, Fridley- to grow spiritually together as a

of religion.

community of people who value their native language

in

and culture. The experience of my involvement at the

environment

help but

notice

the

Oromo Church has broadened my understanding of the
larger Christian family- a people who pray together, for
each other, to strengthen one another. Most importantly,

spirituality had. I
soon became a member of the American society that
did not embrace the Christian faith at a young age and
role

of

religion and

is typically deemed

where confirmation

pray." This, to me, embodies the Oromo Lutheran

and

was a

I believe my involvement has grounded me in the truth
that is found in Jesus Christ.

as " graduation

from the church."

Stepping Back, Moving Forward
By Lauren

I

Davis

CPE
I

know

like
what

to

CPE)

do?" I
through

almost

Clinical

Pastoral

program, and

you

chaplaincy... but
do you really

want

summer

that

was

my

Education

I had been

feeling

pretty confident. Over the course of my
time at the hospital, I had encountered
people

who

mysteries of
worked

my

on

were

life

actively facing the
death, and I had

and

confronting

and

embracing
I had found

personal shadow sides.

that I

was capable of

standing alongside
people in a variety of tough situations.
But the question ate at me: what did I
really want to do? I felt both bewildered
and

frightened. I had

had my

CPE

no clue.

supervisor

known

chaplaincy, my

vocational

perhaps not what

I really

4•
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And how

goal,

wanted

a

passion,

that

day,

about, and found that some of the things

knew that my
had hit a nerve. I liked

that I love will surprisingly remain

and
of

cried

me

chaplaincy, but it wasn' t my
and part of me knew that. After
of

few days, I

to the

only the beginning of the journey
In a recent conversation over lunch, a

than racing through my Masters
Divinity degree, becoming a chaplain,

professor reframed my CPE supervisor' s
question
by asking, " What brings
you joy? Choose joy." Even more so,

came

conclusion

rather
of

my hobbies, and not potential careers.
Pursuing these loves has proven to be

that

and planning out the next ten years of
my life, I needed to stop. In fact, I needed
to step back. I needed to take a Sabbath

of sorts.

And

the

so,

three

past

months

have been my Sabbath. I have been on
rest from the homework, the student
lifestyle,

and,

importantly,

most

future that I had laid

out

for

the

myself.

Instead, I have unexpectedly found that
some of the best teachers have been my
friends,

who continue

and ask questions.

that

with

was

experiences

to do?

part

supervisor

the idea
a

home

went

because

M.A. Senior

meeting

careers

suggest

books

I have filled my time

people

fascinate

that

to

I have

whose
me.

I

careers or

am

always

she suggested, just as Parker Palmer

discussed in Let Your Life Speak, that
her dreams and affinities toward certain

careers were clues leading to the heart of
who she is, which took years to unfold. I

have discovered that our true calling is
to grow into the authentic person God
has created each one of us to be.
This Sabbath of sorts has been a time

to reassess what is life-giving for me and

for my relationship with my husband and
family.Strangely,in this of time stepping
back, of Sabbath rest, I have more clearly

exploring

than ever been able to see God' s creative

wondered

activity.

Pass/Fail

P is for Phatigue

Passing Understanding
By Clint Mack

Matt Metevelis

By

M. Div. Junior

M Div. Senior

P is for Pastor.
students
eyes

life it does

the

can exegete

not matter

how

well

synoptic gospels or write a

they
hazy

I believe

theology.

personal

of

version

cribbed

they are right. When I first came to Luther
Seminary from a strong liberal arts background

that

I lamented the Pass/ Fail
and even

did

spare me

the torches

in

system

to

lobbying

serious

here

place

adjust

and pitchforks!).

it (please

However, I

my position on this because I cannot
blame the intellectual torpor solely on the grading
system. The malaise occurs because of the sheer

have

reversed

in

amount of coursework

all academic programs

So many students have
that my work is hard, it' s that it

which overloads students.

told

me, "

It is

is just too

not

much."

Quality

and

assignments

of

should

classes

quantity. Students should be encouraged
investigate and discover objective subjects

replace

to

the leisure to study

with

studies, however, the student would choose whether they
wanted to take a class Pass/ Fail or A-F. I think that is the

they hand in the ten page
hastily written that stopped

4,
sense
around
page
making
3. These students tell themselves that in

congregational

with the grading system. During my undergraduate

as

paper

paragraph

this

say

W

Asafirstyearstudent Ihavenotyethadmuchexperience

Right? Many
with
baggy

and

ask serious

really

preferable option. That being said, I think it is better for
students to enter their courses assuming they will be Pass/ Fail. If the
default were A-F, some students would forget to hand in their Pass/ Fail

grading sheet. These are probably the same students who ordinarily have
so many things going on they would not be able to get the grades they
would want in an A-F system.

One gripe I have with the system is that the grade request form is due
to the class professor within the first two weeks of class. Usually I do not
know if I will be able to take a class A-F until the third or fourth week.
That means I have to guess about whether I feel confident enough to take

the class A-F. From my understanding, the professor keeps the grading
sheets until they turn in grades at the end of the semester. If that is the
case, why not let the student make the decision at the end of the semester
as well?

The system we have now allows students to focus on other things in
their lives as well as their academics. Students have kids, spouses, jobs

and many other things that take up time and energy. Pass/ Fail grading
gives the student a chance to balance all the things of life. This system

also gives students the opportunity to work on spiritual development and
discernment. That has been some of the most consuming and rewarding

time I have spent thus far during my first year.

questions with the intent of seeking clear answers.
For example, while on internship a member of the

Pass? Fail? Awesome!

congregation asked whether when we die we go
to heaven immediately or wait until Jesus comes
again.

think

Now if I had
about

to the

open

answered, "

it?" or"

Well,

what

do

it," then I

about

any law

or"

would

relationship
or gospel.

I just took Creation

Practical
and

and

My

would

work

have been

the academy

and

with

Assignments
making

should

be

about

technical

laziness. I

applaud

the

rather

most

focus
than

from fatigue

the seminary' s

electives

students.
more on
personal

have been

awesome ever since."

It's true. I

am pretty awesome.

It is because of this awesomeness that I am writing today to advocate

for the Pass/ Fail grading system. I know what a lot of you are thinking:

work at

you), doesn' t the Pass/ Fail grading system just perpetuate mediocrity in
schoolwork and thus shouldn' t it be eliminated?"

Nay dear reader! The P/ F system does not bring about mediocrity,
though I can see why one would think this. One might say a" P" is a" P,"
whether " I wrote this 10 minutes before class, definitely could' ve done
better" or" I worked on this for days and days, pouring my heart and soul
into it."

I disagree, I am advocating for the P/ F because it keeps me humble.
How so? Well, imagine what receiving` A" after` W' after A" would do to

my sense of awesomeness. It is already pretty high and receiving high
grades would just escalate it to unhealthy levels. Thankfully,I only see" P"

than

on my papers. A" P" is a " P," without distinguishing between okay and

paring

excellent work, thus keeping my sense of awesomeness at healthy levels.
So, here' s a shout-out to my friend the Pass/ Fail grading system, thank

rather

seeing what works
doesn' t. I pray for their fruitful work to

classes and programs and

continue.

training.

In essence, the academic apathy expressed
pastor" comes

and what

into

that departments

so

shorter and

texts

space

for investigation

turned

courses

in" P is for
down

used

product receive

points

musings.

be

should

introductory
the best

be

leadership; the

than

rather

response,

Requirements
after

should

and

Now Cassie, while I realize you are incredibly awesome ( why thank

copiously on CPE
of the expectations

will occur

pastoral

p.m.

an

Hebrews 1: 11).

see

You can learn a lot about people from their
Facebook page. I think mine reflects me pretty well.

My About Me reads: " My name is Cassandra Mae
Sauter. I was born July 6, 1985 at approximately 9: 11

have seriously damaged my
him and left him without

as a pericope

in future

y

with

learning

Internship

found
of

faith(

M. Div.Middier

much

in hopelessness, primarily because I
exercise
had been taught to ignore the clarity of biblical,
historical and theological tradition and personal
conviction of

By Cassie Sauter
"

Let's journey together and be

question"

the Triune God Pass/ Fail, I don' t know that

pastoral

you

you for keeping it real and keeping my awesomeness in check. And thank
you for helping me" P" my way through my classes.
CONCORD •
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Veteran' s Day

On

Laying Down

Life

Thank You

By Jeni Grangaard

By Daryl Thul

M. Div. Senior

M. Div. Senior

I

be

might

to

an odd choice

In my first

write a piece

honoring

veterans

seminary I participated in more
than one protest against the war, including a 17- hour drive to
and soldiers.

Ft.

year at

Benning in Georgia to protest the United States' support
training soldiers in tactics that our current government

of

might

deem

torture. The Western Hemispheric Institute for

as

Security Cooperation( WHISC), known formerly
of

to

the Americas( SOA),
protect

born in the

was

American interests. It' s

the School

as

World War II

ashes of

unfortunate( and

downright

maddening) that American values have been neglected in
search of our foreign interests; the assassination of Archbishop

Oscar Romero has been linked to the SOA/ WHISC.
The intent
and

of

this

article

is not to

counterpoint my colleague

friend Daryl; it is to lift up the

vocation of soldiers and

veterans.

By hook,

God' s

crook, or

good providence,

I

was assigned

to Sierra Evangelical Lutheran Church( SELC) for

internship.

SELC is located in Sierra Vista, Arizona, home to Ft. Huachuca
WHA-CHU-CA). Though my education in resistance theory
born and nuanced before I went on internship, being with

was

soldiers

and veterans gave

a

texture to understanding the
called to fight and serve.

human face

vocation of

and a

those

Wearing my Army Combat Uniform ( ACU), I was on my
way to the Minnesota National Guard Armory in Anoka last
Friday when I stopped by the Caribou Coffee on Main Street in

Coon Rapids and ordered a venti something-or-other. Crawling
behind two other vehicles to the window, I arrived only to have
the barista tell me that the lady in the SUV in front of me had

paid for my purchase. The barista said," She told me to tell you
you for your service."' That, my friends, is about as

` Thank

good as it gets from the general public.
More often than not, a handshake and a " thank you" turn

into a diatribe on the part of the person against a politician or
a political point of view or the war. A" thank you" is a stand-

alone moment. Anything more misses the point.
If you take interest in a solider and in their experience, it' s
possible you could learn about the winters in Korea, the rains

in Vietnam or the heat in Iraq. You could hear about the pain of
being away from loved ones and children. You can learn about
the adrenaline and the fear when driving out of the wire.
My experience working in the stay-behind chaplain's office
has given me an additional insight that might help in all of
our

real

who are

believe that

also

be

evil must

even non-violence requires violence.

Martin Luther

Gandhi. Both
their

one' s

and

but it

is

that

We have an

Take, for instance,

all-volunteer

stopped and

seems

m i l i t a r y

into themselves, into

but

service,

untimely deaths.
that at the heart of the

that does not

own

non-violence and pacifism,

life for the

their

families.

Mohandas K. " Mahatma"

into their

a paradox,

soldier' s vocation

down

Jr.

received violence

bodies,

own

Perhaps

King,

soldiers

and

I believe in the ideals of non-violence and pacifism,
but I

dealings

with

the

mean

draft

laying

sake of another. This was no more

is

not

alive and well.
J£

clearly

articulated

supervisor
work

and

Harl Pike, in
retirement.

officer who

by Tom

than

has

served

my intern
to honor his father' s

Pike,

a speech

Three

son of

ago,

upbringing,
majority
most

just

want

my time

travels

in

and

Iraq, is

I

most

that the

to

are

vast

decent hard working individuals that
for their families and find meaning

provide

was

I faced my

especially important to me in Iraq
mortality, and... through intense

own

prayer and reflection, realized

that despite

media, and even popular perception,

it

politics,

the

my life
the Iraqis,

was worth

to do everything I could to protect and help
the individuals who just wanted to live, provide for
their families

immediate

and

area,

were people just

6•

for

like

help

as

Jesus

said and

it

beyond their

I knew that

they

my duty and mission
all God' s children and

was

end we are

did, the greatest love is to lay down

another—which several of

CONCORD

concern

without question,

me... and

them. For in the

to

life for

had little true

did

so

willingly and

of people, regardless of race, creed, gender and

in their life. This
where

childhood

my

during

ideologies

I

Tom is an Army intelligencer e- entered
in Iraq.
the
service,

What I learned from [ my father' s worldview],
which was reinforced throughout my Christian
poignantly

years

when

your

my friends have done.

enthusiastically. Jennie and our children were conscripted.
They had little choice in the matter.
Many military spouses and families find themselves split.
They are very proud of their soldier/ marine/ airman/ sailor,
but they also know that their family member's service has very
real and very painful implications for them.
I am not saying that you need to buy Jennie a coffee next
time you see her- although she might like it( Fairness moment:

SGT Jennifer Thul was the United States Army Europe Soldier
of the Year in 1990).

What I am saying is to open up, to listen. Look beyond your
experience and recognize that one percent of Americans have

paid and are paying an incredible price for all of us.
So, to the men and women who have served or are serving
our country and to spouses and children who have given so
much,

to the

moms and

quick word: Thank you.

dads,

grandmas &

grandpas, here' s a

Lecture and Book

Reconciling Doctrine

Church:

Holy Spirit, strong community life, and miraculous healings.
Bonk

Are
one of

we " vampire

the

key

Christians"? That

questions posed

was

Canadian

by

Mennonite missiologist andBurgess lecturer
Dr.Jonathan Bonk at his November 7 address

to the Luther community. Bonk borrowed
this provocative term from Dallas Willard,
who

like

a

little

so

his

fleshes

as

Bonk

was quick

remarks were still

Bonk' s lecture

insightful

the

on

Christian

a consistent

to

note,

like this:" I' d

he is

an

even though these Bengali Muslim followers of Christ have

responded with love, following Jesus' instructions concerning

to be

We,

at

this

of

life to

ethics?

Bonk acknowledged

necessary) for the gospels over the Pauline writings, he argued

make

that Jesus' own criterion for final judgment is behavior, not

center of gravity has shifted to the global
like Latin America and Africa, where, for

little

movement with a commission more concerned with making

to Western churches, have a membership
85 million people. AICs, by Western standards,

disciples than with planting churches or winning converts.
It's a case worth hearing.

instance, African Independent Churches(

pre-Enlightenment

AICs),

or

with

pre-Christendom,

and

Reading, but
By Colin

of

examine and connect

faith that

or no connection

are

exclusion

doctrine. By this standard, the " strange" churches described
above truly express the spirit of Jesus and, moreover,resemble
the early church in Acts. Concluding, Bonk articulated his case
for Christianity as a centered, not a bounded, category; a Jesus

places

perhaps

to the

the place of sin, of course, but with his admitted bias( when

Christian faith. The

of

In the face of this, Bonk' s questions were these: Why this
between doctrine and practice? Why this preference for

rift

notion of

the

up the global
church today. Bonk echoed Philip Jenkins and others in noting
that the Euro-North American world is no longer the seat of

South, to

conflict.

salvation

and valuable.

pattern of

Christ-centered

your

of no surprise.

gospel and ethics used

the diverse forms

some of

another " unconventional"

Anabaptist,

want

every level with his church' s
behavioral mark for Christianity, but

emphasis on a prominent

his

expression

described

movement in a Bengali Muslim community in Pakistan and
Bangladesh. The gospel is preached and believed among these
people, but they continue to be involved in the life of their
local mosques, much like early Christians maintained their
presence in synagogues. Other local Christians, more " fully
converted," have vehemently opposed this expression of the
faith, intentionally inciting violence against the adherents,

at

agree

not

the

theology is

praxis-centered

seminary, may

out

blood, but I don' t

of your [ Jesus']

Yes,

student."

Practice

instead, in their non-imperial contexts, the movement of the

Ronnevik

By Andrew
M. Div. Senior

y;,

and

accenting

for

not

class...

of Job mixed with humanity' s gain of redemption through

Grangaard

Christ through Mack' s circumstances. Mack travels to" the

M. Div. Senior

shack" and it is not his friends who meet him there, but the

fun

than
at

and

making space for

easy read. It was challenging in a different way
reading here

roles of the Creator, Jesus, and the Spirit as he spends time

of

God, I

contemplation of

a

Sabbath

three persons of the Trinity.The characters and descriptions
of the persons of the Trinity are creative and seem to have
a strong theological base. Mack learns about the different

In the Spirit

and

chose

to

a

review

restful

book that

so much of our systematic or exegetical

was

Luther.

If

with each individually,but one God throughout.

you' re

like

me, you

The Shack before
the

you even saw

at

promotions

probably had an opinion about

Barnes

and

thought that it

immediately
to

me no

less than

a

Noble

would

disaster like the" Left Behind"
suggested

it in the bookstore. I

be

series.

I

and

Borders

dozen times. I

and

theological

another

read

saw

it because it
read

it

was

and I was

pleasantly surprised. When I brought it up in conversation, I
discovered that many Christian friends outside of seminary

from

internship, college and other lives I' ve lead have already

found the story not only moving, but life-shaping.
Mack, the main character, has built a loving Christian

family in

spite

relationship
with

of

cataclysmically

his

abusive

with

firmly held,

tells them

rich

his daughter

simple

stories

and

father

ending

faith. He loves his

with

his

as a youth.

with

God

a man

children and

complex meanings.

his relationship

strained

He is

He loses

when

she

is

abducted.

The

remainder of

the book draws themes from the story

TheShack draws out themes that we are constantly

called upon to speak into in ministry. Readers
with theological training will recognize many
familiar, yet

illustrated

complex,

in the

theological

narrative: The

concepts

economic

yet immanent Trinity, our death for new
life, and God who is above all love,

even in tragedy and pain. Restoration,

06/

relationship and redemption are placed
in direct conversation with Mack' s

4

tragedy through simple images and
stories. I could easily see these
illustrations being brought into a
Bible Study or even used as sermon
illustrations.

It is a quick, easy and relaxing
read. I think you too
surprised by The Shack.

will be

A
CONCORD •
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Immortality' s Day Off
By Mary

It is

Hinkle Shore

Assoc Dean, First Theological

Ernst

Degree Programs

lie. In The Denial of Death,

all a

Becker

immortality

calls

such

projects."

He

less

right where God is concerned. Explore

that

the reality that nobody' s judgment of

suspects

day, human

you can change God' s judgment of you:

So here' s Peter standing
by an imitation I'm

beings

energy trying
to distance ourselves from the reality

you are just for Jesus' sake. You are free
of all those other judgments. You' re

sure

that

already in.

more or

not

even

cultured

we are

with

leadership"

being naturally curious and I won' t
in my usual considerable pain, I try
to get in, offering dollars, marks, amusing

every

going to die. Even—perhaps

especially—our

a

day

all

expend most of our

pearl picket gate stuck
sign
young
scrawling welcome home to the universe,

love for God

and about

is

neighbor

a

and

sophisticated attempt

to

deny what was for Becker the irreducible

add

truth about

Yankee

ingenuity

contract,

stock

dinner for two
suite
color

price

pure-bred

custom-tailored

with a five-year service

options

both

at a complete

ways

living

and
room

watching the latest in self-adjusting
TV,but he won' t take or tell me the
of admissions. Says I'm already in.
Ann Herbert

Explaining

the

to

sanctification

relationship
justification,

my
to say that
just getting used to

teacher, Gerhard Forde,
sanctification

was

of

used

justification.
It is
that

as

you

as a gift,

if

do

us: our

are numbered,

need me,

at

we say, " Really,
my success, my

my quick wit, my deep
Look at how much people

how

grateful people are

for my

ministry, what a difference I' m making!"
We behave that way,Becker says, because
cannot

from

Sabbath is the

immortality

day off. Imagine

week when you

lived

as

if

one

your

just for 150

project

day each
worth

years,

but

this reality has to change your whole

week or anything. It is just one day a

will you

week, after all. For that one day, walk

justifying yourself, what will do you with
all your spare time? Forde was famous
for the quip," Now that you don' t have to
do anything, what do you want to do?"

a

You don' t have to do anything... Do
you believe it? I know that we all know
we

are supposed

to believe it. Do

you

believe that you really do not have to do
anything?Most of us are skeptical, most

of the time, about being really,truly free
of needing to do something. We do not
feel free of other people' s expectations

and judgments. We know the sting of
having disappointed others or ourselves.
Yet justification is, for Christians, the

news that there is only one judgment
about you that really matters, and that,
for Jesus' sake, that judgment has been

made in your favor. Really.
Really? Then why are we so driven,
so

anxious,

so

eager

to

be

honored,

being shamed? Some of
us leave lively theological debates in
so

afraid

of

which we have argued for a radical

understanding of justification, only to
set about immediately trying to impress
our teachers, please our families, create

meaning in our lives, demonstrate our
worth, leave a legacy,make a difference.
8

e
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J

aj

meaningful

pursuits

behalf of the neighbor.

Sabbath is nothing more or less than
practice for an eternity—seven days a
week, every week—living as people who

be getting used to
been relieved of the work of

how

by

with

we imagine we are certainly doing on

now, no one will remember

' our names.

managers'

overstuffed

a foretaste of the feast to come. It is

for eternity. Just one day. It is not like

you, "

justified

I do not think Sabbath is " the pause
that refreshes." Sabbath is not God' s idea

the reality that 150

stand

Now

you are

Such a day we call

of a day-long self-care technique given to

compassion!

years

reality?

humans so we have the energy to spend
the other six days a week living lives

reputation,

we

that

Sabbath.

Look

grace

someone said

to

days

by

hate it. " Really,"

count!

were assured, not

know

it?" Having

and we

I

What would you do with a day shaped

rhetoric about " servant

and

antidotes,

around exploring what it is like to be

avocations

a

1

e

finally, thanks be to God, have gotten
used to justification.

Now

that

you

don' t

have

to

anything, what do you want to do?

do

Perspectives

Depths of Rest
By Jen

Kuntz

husband of a friend died, in addition to stress from classes) and

M. Div. Senior

What do
seems

created

we make of

Sabbath

when

time

at a premium and an

extremely
precious commodity? When we think of
Sabbath simply as rest from the demands
of life it can easily translate to
vegging

a
out and

to be

then an intensive weekend class on dismantling racism. I did
not have a Sabbath. While conversing with a mentor of mine,

watching TV for hours. Yet I am reminded that God
time and that the Sabbath was made for humanity

and not

humanity

BibleWorks

about

for the Sabbath( Mark 2. 23-28).
the Sabbath ( like any good

and a

stories to illustrate the importance of listening to your body.
As leaders in congregations we are trained to listen to other
peoples' needs with acute awareness, but how in the world do

we expect to be capable of doing so if we are not first in tune
with where we are at and what we need? Listen to your body.
Trust me. This is a spiritual discipline. When you are tired,

deepening

of

God( worship) and others in the community
Luke 4. 16-21, Acts 13. 13- 15). Since God is in charge of Sabbath,
and the Creator of time, what are we to make of this?
relationships with

I have been inspired

and essentially, to rest), peace returned. I give you these two

Consulting

to accomplish concordance work quickly) and reading
through scripture, it seems to me Jesus was most interested
in the Sabbath as a period of time that inspired wholeness and
12. 1- 12, Luke 13. 10- 16),

what I had been thinking I needed to do( let go, feel the pain

seminarian

would

healing ( Matthew

he reminded me that self-care was top priority and perhaps
I needed to revisit what I was placing as most important.
Clearly it was not God. After being given permission to do

by the Spirit with two comments

on

the

sleep. When you are hungry, eat. When you are sick, stay in

bed, just like Mom said. When you are weighed down by the
world and the evils of sin, confess and maybe take a moment to

breathe in the Spirit of God. If you think I am being too earthy,
check out what Luther says in the Large Catechism in the Book
of Concord 3: 83, page 397.

Sabbath.

First, listen to your body.As I write this article I am quite sick.
Let' s

call

own a

it

some combination of a very

thermometer, let' s

estimate

high fever(

102° F),

upper

since

I don' t

respiratory

very sore throat and most recently, body aches.
there is no way you can avoid all illnesses. You are

congestion, a

Certainly
bound to

get at

least

a cold even

if

you

have the

most effective

immune system. Yet I was determined not to let a fever and
coughing stop me from going to class, chapel and the Burgess
lecture. About two weeks back I had a very intense week( the

Second, the Small Catechism reminds me," We are to fear and

love God so that we do not neglect his Word and the preaching
of

it, but

regard

it

as

holy

and

gladly hear

and

learn it" ( SC,

3:6, BC, 352). The Sabbath is a time to keep God' s Word holy.
Being the curious girl I am, I pulled out my Book of Concord to
see what the Large Catechism might have to offer. That is when

I stumbled across the lines " Our word `holy day' or `holiday'
is so called from the Hebrew word `Sabbath,' which properly
means to rest, that is, to cease from work; hence our common

expression for ` stopping work' literally meaning ` taking a
holiday"' ( LC, Ger. 3:79-80, BC, 396). Perhaps Sabbath implies
vacation," which leads me to wonder: should we vacate our
vocation too? That is what rest and vacation means, right?
When I return to the explanation of the third commandment I

memorized for Lutheran Confessions class I hear a resounding
YES and NO; a typical dialectic, tensive answer. We must vacate

our vocation insofar as it draws us away from resting our
bodies, the very body God has created, preserved and given us.
Yet we must not vacate our vocation as children of a jealous

God whom we are to fear,love and trust above all else. One way
we are called to live out that vocation is by tending to God' s
Word; the preaching, hearing and learning of it.

Certainly each week, although I am an advocate for each day,
set aside time to recognize God as the Creator of all- including
time and you- to relate to yourself by listening to your body
and to tend to God' s Word. If you have got twenty-four hours in
your week, take time for a holiday! Have a party! However, our
gracious God will be pleased and delight in whatever amount of

time you devote to your relationship with God. I revel that God

knew we would need Sabbath and gifted us with it. May it be a
time that inspires wholeness and healing, and a deepening of
your relationships with God,no less than the act of worship
yourself and others in your community
ere

e
sem
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Mondays Without Me
By Rev. Meta Carlson,' 08

God

St. John Lutheran Church, Minneapolis

Last spring I fell hard for a small
looking to connect with
their neighborhood. They were ready
to welcome and grow They called a

gets

plenty done on

Mondays without me.

congregation

second pastor to support this vision

help prepare for things to come.

selling novel is separate and relaxing. Sometimes I meet a

I began serving St. John' s Lutheran
Church less than three months ago

friend near her workplace or bike down to the grocery store. I
might check my work email, but I don' t reply to any messages.
It's a day away from professional demands and any request

and

and

have" Sabbathed"
the

During

inviting
the

the

I

sermons,

big

for the

ministry

of

books

and

that requires me to be Pastor Meta Carlson. Some Mondays

equip the

I wake up feeling like I don' t need a break, but it will catch
up with me before the week is over. I'm not invincible and it's

laity, write

intergenerational ministry, and
From Tuesday to Sunday, I am

about

in," connecting deeply with the
on Mondays, I rest.

exercise

important for my parishioners and loved ones to see me take
rest seriously in a busy world.
God was on to something in creating the Sabbath. I need

mission

a day during the week apart from this call for perspective

joyfully.If I' m burnt out, I sleep in

that have nothing to do

and articles

-

a reminder that it is not all up to me to grow the church and
share the gospel. And as it turns out, God gets plenty done on

grazing on snacks from the kitchen.

and watch a movie while
read

and

supporting

days door knocking

days visiting

other

St. John' s. But

If I have energy,I
I

since.

unexpected.

aware and " plugged

and

spend some

meet with committees,

dream

room

Monday

each

I

stranger;

members

leave

week,

to

Mondays without me.

with religion

and politics. Paging through tabloid magazines or a new best-

The Seduction of "Yes"
Ben Cieslik

By

Third

Commandment.

Tommy Boy on
television the other day( Just a snippet. I
did not have time for the whole thing). In
the film, Brian Dennehy' s character, Big

One

could

Tom Callahan, tries to

I

keeping the

suck at

surmise,

quickly

given

my
opening statement, that
I also struggle with the

Second Commandment, but
commandment was

issue
to the

the

view of

since

the focus

current

of

that

the last

a

case

break the third

away

by

in

days

past

were eaten

God' s

10 •

to be known." And the power of the yes,

loan

a possible

refusal

Big Tom delivers this

campus

God' s

get put
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keeping the Third

call

to

classic

line, " Why

I fail to hear
rest so

that I

with

participation

new

in the

of this community. All of which
I quickly said " yes" to because, hey, I
did internship, I' m ready for anything.

life

Saying "

yes"

ensnared me once again.

It is no small thing that in this
commandment

God

issues

a

call

remembering. " Remember

active

to
the

Sabbath day by keeping it holy." In active
remembering, we are to recall that it is

felt

great.

It

continued

recall whose we are. Not surprisingly,
Brueggemann

nicely. We

rest, "...

captures

this

because God rests...

God is not a workaholic; Yahweh has no
need to be more secure, more sufficient,
more

in

control,

or

most

noticed."

In

right remembering we are freed by the

a

cross of Jesus Christ to find power and

It bolstered

my confidence, gave me work to do and

life in uttering" no." We can reclaim the
two-year-old' s deep joy in saying " no."

it kept

all of a sudden, mid-

Might we, especially as seminarians,

saying, " I wish I
to that." I wish I had some

revel in the ability to say " No, this is
not who I am," so that we can freely say

I

" yes" to the life to which God calls us? I

ruing my " yes." Herein lies

hope and pray that we can, for these are

supportive

Monday

for

affirmation

me

semester,

more

I

received

internship

busy. But
I find

hadn' t said` yes'

word;

of

from the banker,

greeted

was

opportunities

the

often

persuade

for Callahan Auto Parts. In the face

to

said, I suck at

and

you to be noticed, to secure yourself and

to

to

Off.

Like I

encouragement

the town

work,

Commandment. So

of

Here is another way for

banker into giving him a big loan so that
he can open a new brake pad division

interesting discussions,

things for

words

Walter

this

play,etc. So, now I find myself writing an
article that I intended to do Sunday, on

Monday, while

simple

affirmation, "

to

commandment

other opportunities

participate

this issue, my prideful self heard in her

not our work that defines us. We are to

study: I planned to

six other

when the esteemed managing editor of
the Concord approached me to write for

Saying " yes" does feel really good.
back
from
an
Freshly
affirming
return
experience
internship
my

up on coursework that I had neglected
during the six other days for doing

Those

of

snippet

say no when it feels so good to say yes?"

Sunday by writing this article. However,
my Sabbath was consumed with catching

work.

a

my failings

Third Commandment.
Here is

catch

issue — the

happily limit

we can

Here is why. I happened

can remember.

to

M. Div. Senior

myself

the

sinister

from

myself

time. Even

find

site.

as

I

write

seduction

of

this

the

article

yes.

For

the leaders that God's church needs.

Politics

United In Difference
By Marie

Olson

M.A. Senior

November 4th, 2008 was built up as a
destination for the past year or more. Now
it has come and past with the result that

in.

the

as

day America

will go

down in

elected

its first African-

American

president.

statement

to the

founders

This

world

that we are

claim

Voice

a

By Mark Hannan

M. Div. Middler

November 4th, 2008

embraces our

We Have

history

The polls are closed and the results are

The pundits have spoken, the money

has been spent, and the lawn signs have
been taken down ( except for those Norm

'

Coleman/ Al Franken

The president-

ones).

election makes a

elect has begun receiving classified briefings

truly

regarding Area 52, the identity of Kennedy' s
assassin, and the White House official policy on pretzel safety

that

our nation

all created equal, not

only in the election of an African-American president, but
in the great advancements for women in their proximity

T-shirts for Palin 2012 have been printed, and once again there
is no good reason to be watching" Saturday Night Live." The

to the two highest

commercials are off air, and the vote that every candidate

also

offices our country has. But what also
deserves immense notice is the incredible involvement of the
American people throughout this election. President- Elect
Barack Obama' s acceptance speech November 4th passionately

describes the

is

things

a place where all

if the dream

the

questions

answer. It' s

power of our

the

answer

...

once

are possible, who still wonders

founders is alive in

of our

is no longer the debate and commentary of either/ or.It has been
I

there who still doubts that America

anyone out

doors, and windows. The internet still hums with politics but it

this involvement;

magnitude of

If there is

worked so hard to get out has retreated back within our walls,

told

our time, who still

democracy—tonight is

by lines

good reason

your

that stretched around

""

by people who waited 3 hours, and 4
hours—manyfor the first time in theirlives—because they
schools and churches,

believed that this time must be different, that their voices
could be that difference. The answer spoken
by young
and old, rich and poor, Democrat and Republican, black,
white, Hispanic, Asian, Native American, gay, straight,

disabled, and not disabled. Americans
to the world that

have

who sent a message

been just

again

Saturday

there is

no

to be watching

Night Live."

replaced by the
speculation and

soothsaying
that takes hold
after

a

seismic

political

And the
still

event.

voter,
shaken

with defeat or giddy with triumph, is left to either agonize or
reminisce about the events of a presidential campaign that has

been a steady background to our past two plus years.
Even so, there is more to post-election life than just fixation

on what could have been done differently or what Candidate X

a collection

might do now. What about what we might do now?

a

The built-in fallacy of democracy has always been that

collection of red states

is

the role of the electorate is done once the election is finished.
There' s a general sense that there is little more to do than to just

individuals,

of

and

blue

are,

and

we

or

states,
always

we

...

will

are

a

nation

of

both

in

diversity,

great

demographics

diversity

of

and

in

diversity

Ofthethe great

be, the United States
of America.
We

never

ab

one

things

Our natZon.

begins. We thepeople do not have a voice that can only be heard
once

every two

years-

we have a voice that (as this election

has shown) is loud and powerful. It can accomplish things that
experts say are impossible and that authorities brush aside

a vast

thought. The

wait patiently for the next go around two years from now( one
if you count off-year elections). But now is when the real work

four years

and the

long campaign

as improbable. We have a voice that cannot be summed up in

to the intricate differences that exist
in our nation. However, that diversity is one of the great things
about our nation. We are allowed to have differences and still

exit polls or silenced by the closing of polling places and the

season

have been

past

witness

claim a unity and pride in the same nation. Senator John
McCain eloquently captured the importance of this unity in
his concession speech:

I urge all Americans who supported me to join me in not
just congratulating[ President- Elect Obamaj but offering
our next president our good will and earnest effort to find
ways to come together. To find the
necessary compromises
to bridge our differences and help restore our
prosperity,
defend

our

security in

a

dangerous

world and

leave

storing of election booths. If voting is the one time every two
years when the powers are asking for our opinion how are we
speaking to authority when they least want to hear us?
So, here is your post- partum election homework:
1) Reflect on the issues that defined your vote and the
injustices that plague your heart.
2) Make a list of crucial changes and commit yourself to
working toward them on a daily basis. ( You can even
make a

list

with

those little

check-boxes.

Consider it

your induction to the highly-effective, purpose-driven,
Christian life.)

our

better country

3) Don' t try to use this list to get good with God. Jesus beat

inspiration for our nation to
acknowledge our differences in the future but to no longer
allow them to divide us.

And just in case you think I'm handing out homework that
I'm not willing to do myself...my personal list is available for

children and grandchildren a stronger,

than

we

inherited.

I hope these

words can

you to that one and things are taken care of.
be

an

your

perusing

pleasure at

http://

tinyce/ WQ9V3

Resources

The

Spirit Leads

Holy

www.workingpreacher.org
in

percent free! While you need to purchase

articles

other preaching and worship resources

general craft and process

such as Sundays and Seasons or Feasting

preaching. Famous preachers, such
as Otis Moss Jr., Anna Carter Florence

teachers

By Jeff Goodrich

and

Graduate Special Non- Degree( G2)

churches
related

We' ve

day

before

either

faced

all

for

we are

it

before.

supposed

It' s the

to

chime

in

with

their insight

and

on the Word, workingpreacherorg will
never charge you a cent. As the economic
downturn continues and the future

And in

case

continues to appear economically dark

Professors

and gloomy, using a free site to aid your
preaching may save you a dollar or two.

of

preach,

The

class or at a congregation.

to the

serving

currently

often

and

Tom

Long

give

cooperating. The texts
are impossible. Our hearts start beating

advice via short video clips.

faster

Karoline Lewis, Rolf Jacobson

sermon

is just

not

faster, beads

and

of

sweat

you needed an extra

start

forming on our upper brow.Time refuses
to stand still, lending a sense of urgency
to the situation. " How long, O Lord,"
cry, "must I labor before
inspires me?"

we

The

answer comes

only believe

and go

your

back, " Do

to

Lose, they

Brainwave,"

Spirit

not

fear,

on

workingpreacherorg has become the talk
of the town, and given its unprecedented

understanding law and gospel or the
of the cross, these teachings

growth in popularity amongst preachers

However, a

Initially

Professor David Lose

be found,

diversity

different

in the last year, who knows what lies
ahead?

articles.

So remember, the next time you are

of perspectives can

from

sweating the arrival of your preaching

variety of
Christian denominations have written
and

and

the

permeate

as people

contributed.

remains

on

launchedinAdvent2007, workingpreacher

that it is

org has grown exponentially. Just shy of
its one-year anniversary, it now receives

Lutheran.

over

the Luther Seminary annual report,

a weekly podcast.

you need a refresher

Okay, it may be an inexact quote from
Jesus, but the Holy Spirit is at work on the
web helping preachers craft God' s Word
by

With blurbs about the site on the" Life

at Luther" blog and a recent feature in

feel like

you ever

org!"

envisioned

on

discussion

theology

workingpreacher

communities each week.

David

Lutheran at its heart.

often

to their

or

site remains

The
If

of

texts through " Sermon

offer additional

lectionary

the

dose

a

Overall,

the

lab or of Sunday morning, listen for
those long lost words of Jesus, check out
workingpreacherorg and see where the
Holy Spirit leads.

focus

enhancing preaching so
Biblical, not just more

more

Best of all, the site is one-hundred

70,000 hits

e

per month.

s,

Multiple
resources

are

available on the
Scholars

site.

provide helpful
commentary on
the
lectionary

for

texts
week.

the

Pastors

V

D

Let the criticism begin."
Did

you

know that 7

out ofi-1

O
f

No! 1' n

r table are ritually impureT

not pregnant:'

Did this turkey have more or less rights than a gay person in California?"
Your

rash

is

like Russia
50, who did

I hear

CONCORD

Ican1see it from my house:'

everybodvote

for?"
x

Bishop Hanson is taking a mor,efiberal stance on stoninANNg:'
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Health and Finance

Faith

Rest

Money

and

What' s Your Number?

By Karen Treat

r

By

f

Erica

Up

Seminar v Parish Nurse

Kennedy

Assistant Director of Financial Aid

Remember the Sabbath day by keeping it
lives

as

holy.Six daysyou shall labor and do allyour
work, but the seventh day is a Sabbath to the

like it

or

LORD your God. On it you shall not do any

How many baptized members. People
in worship?
Students in confirmation?
Amount of mission support? Numbers are

nor your manservant or maidservant, nor

Ministry

is

Numbers

a numbers game!

are

central

Christian leaders,

to

whether

our
we

work, neither

not.

also central

this sometimes.

even realize

undergraduate
walked

GPA, SSN

up to you

to

daily life

our

Many

and we

do

not

of you can rattle off your

the many PIN' s, but if I
asked for your FICO Credit

or one of

on campus and

you, nor your son or daughter,

your animals, nor the alien within your gates. For in six days

the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that

is in them, but he rested on the seventh day. Therefore the LORD
blessed the Sabbath day and made it holy.
Exodus 20: 8- 11

Score, do you know it? Do you know what it means?
Everyone has
it does.
talk

Not

about

If

to

me,

not everyone

I heard a

but I

doing

knows

what

it is

or what

member of a call committee
a credit check as a part of a

before calling their new pastor. This was
guessing the practice will continue to grow.

review
am

credit checks are

FICO

but

ago,

their plans for

background
new

one,

long

becoming a part

of

the

call process,

then the

I have spent much time thinking about the Sabbath. I can
honestly say I have not often observed the Sabbath as God
had commanded the Israelites. I have thought about Sabbath

in terms of caring for my relationship with God and with my
community.I have also thought about it as a nurse would, caring
for my body,mind and spirit.

are more

One of my favorite books on Sabbath is written by Wayne
Muller, titled Sabbath: Finding Rest, Renewal, and Delight In

Whether you are interested in renting an apartment,
buying
house, securing auto insurance or serving as a leader in a
Christian community, when you leave Luther Seminary your

Our Busy Lives. Muller writes this book as a result of his body
and spirit being depleted to the point of an incapacitating

credit score number and

deeply related than I

Christian stewardship

suspected.

a

credit score
number

has

is

a number you want

an effect, more

entrusted

faculty, tending

to us.

is to tend the financial

As seminary

to these practices

of your credit score)

or not,

this

than we think. As faithful financial

stewards, your role and mine

God has

to know. Believe it

students,

resources
staff

and

including the meaning
the way you lead financial
in the Christian communities.

has

now(

an effect on

stewardship practices
Check out these websites to learn

more about credit scores.

wwwlssnm.org

Physical illness. Muller had worked so hard as a caregiver to

many that his whole being gave out. He uses the analogy of the
heart beating to describe how we are to live. The heart beats
then rests between each beat. It needs the rest to recharge. If

the heart is not functioning correctly,either through a physical
dysfunction or an exhaustive lifestyle, it beats faster and faster

giving little time to rest between beats. Eventually the heart
gives out. We die.

God gave the order to rest, not labor or work on the seventh
day. God knew the character of the human. I would imagine

www.annualcreditreport. com

God might have had Luther Seminary in mind when giving the

www.myfico.com

command to keep the Sabbath holy. We, including myself, are

www.fool. com

often running on empty,not giving time to rest between beats.

While ministry sometimes feels like a numbers game, that is
not the focus. However, now is the time to consider your financial

There is always another paper, meeting and expectation. At

faith

what point do we come to a stop?
I recommend as a nurse, to take time to rest, renew and

and money. I promise I won' t walk
up to you on campus to ask
for any of those precious numbers, but I encourage you to know
your credit score and find out what it means.

remember why we are here and for Whom. The time we take to
stop may give us the energy to go forward to the next beat.

stewardship

practices as you pause at

the intersection

of

delight in the midst of this busy life. Spending the time to

Credit Score Factors

y

Layout Editor Needed
The Concord is looking for a production manager
to start in December 2008. Experience with Adobe

product preferred, but not necessary. If you
are interested, please contact Natalie Gessert at

IS

ngessert001@luthersem.edu
p
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Entertainment

Sweet Sound

of Speculation

Sabbath Music

ByJeni Grangaard

Coldplay

M. Div. Senior

I

suppose

and

Sabbath

in

the

when

the proper undertaking for speaking about music
would be to write about the sound of silence( as

even slightly disdain them would require not only a blatant
denial of my heart but an inevitable failing mental exercise.

Silence"

Going to the concert in Munich that summer only sealed my
fate—I love and will always love Coldplay. The release of the

turned

music gets

off) or"

The Sound

of

Garfunkel). There is probably much to be said
about Simon and Garfunkel and their harmonizing, prescient,

by Simon

lyrically

and

true

and sound sounds.

There is

even more

to be

said

saying or hearing anything; there are times when my
hear too much and I feast on the still small( read: silent)

about not
ears

undertaking of speaking about

suppose another proper

Sabbath

music and

band)

would

be to

write about

Black Sabbath( the

Ozzie Osbourne ( its bat-head-biting lead singer).
foray into profanity and music, I fear the

and

Given the

recent

what you

course, renders me

theirs and ours—out of navels.

I write this in the afterglow of a second awesome concert

experience. I was one of the 15, 000+ in attendance at the Xcel

think, I LOVE COLDPLAY. This, of

Energy Center in downtown St. Paul. In that the concert was
restful and rejuvenating, yes it was a Sabbath of sorts. But as
I think of Sabbath as a rest from striving—striving to be God,

Plus, I' m just

enough.

I don' t care

into near orchestral greatness. Their lyrics have shifted from
a self-loathing incurvatus in se to the world, pulling noses—

not cool

patience of some readers would run out.

tragically

unhip

and uncool

for those

cool

Coldplay
from The City

striving to attain power, position and authority over others—

It' s easy to despise Chris Martin. He' s handsome. He' s
British. He' s married to Gwyneth Paltrow. He fronts

would render me good or independent or cool. My unequivocal

hipsters among us. For those
ceased to be cool, read this

of you

wondering

concert preview

when

Pages:

Coldplay,a milquetoast rock band that' s
a multimillion-selling

NB-

Coldplay as a band has continued to grow and develop not
only as musicians but as humans encountering creation. Their
music has evolved from the acoustic guitar grooving goodness

voice.

I

epic Viva la Vida or Death and All His Friends this past year
just deepened my affection.

milquetoast refers

character who was

behavior. I

should

somehow

become

love for Coldplay is a Sabbath against my striving to listen to
cool music and"

being

cool"(

whatever that means).

Nonetheless, music, for me, is part of my daily bread, given

behemoth.

to Caspar Milquetoast, a comic book

known for his timid, meek

know better, but I love

I think about my own striving to listen to " good" music,
independent music, " cool" music, if thereby such listening

and unassertive

Coldplay. I

can' t

help

as a gift from God as a blessing for life. Music is a way to rest
and have Sabbath in the hectic life of faith and work in and for
Christ in this world. Music is a means of articulating emotion,

feeling, faith and experience.

it.
Introduced

to

the

British

Quartet

in

I

2002,

was

Abraham Heschel put it this way:

Cities 97 only played one
melancholic,
slow, piano- driven song
Trouble,"
that
song, "
that drove me nuts on my way to and from work each day. I

In no other act does man experience so often the disparity

I didn' t know that

finally

at our disposal appears so tangible, so tragic, that one
feels it a grace to be able to give oneself up to music, to
a tone, to a song, to a chant. The wave of a song carries

up Parachutes, I eventually learned to love " Trouble"
everything else that singer Chris Martin, drummer Will

the soul to heights which utterable meanings can never
reach. Such abandonment is no escape.... For the world

underwhelmed—local radio station

was not

into

the same
of

one

music as much

chaps

who

the greatest

back then

wrote "

songs

of

Trouble"

so

also

wrote "

Yellow,"

my adult life. When I

picked

and

Champion, bassist
Buckland

Guy Berryman

and

lead

guitarist

Jonny

produced.

It was easy to love Coldplay back then. Following the release
of Parachutes came the release of A Rush of Blood to the
Head, that 2003 juggernaut that propelled Coldplay into rock

stardom and stadium-filling tours. It also propelled them into

criticism—nothing they could ever do would be as good. At
least that is

between the desire for expression and the means of
expression as in prayer. The inadequacy of the means

of unutterable meanings is the nursery of the soul, the
cradle of our ideas. It is not an escape but a return to
one' s origins.( IAskedfor Wonder)

Z
4pitr6l,?

what some said.
2000

The release of X&Yin June 2005 coincided with my summer
in

Freiburg, Germany.

I' m

glad

I didn' t

read

the

reviews

F

1E1a3or 0& Nai t: vw

before picking it up—for all intents and purposes, it was said
to be rubbish and not worthy of human ears. Overwrought.
Strained. Self-important. Cocky.I thought it was incredible. Not
just incredible, but awesome. X&Ymarked a musical maturity
and lyrical depth that matched the ethics and hand tattoos that

Chris Martin so frequently dons ( the Sharpie-drawn tattoos
often center around making trade fair and human rights).

My exuberance, however, was not matched by comrades and
cultural critics who

had

long

outgrown

Coldplay, but I didn' t

care, I went underground with my love. To hate Coldplay or
14 •
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Events

Concord Events Calendar
By Anna Marsh
M. A. Senior

Mercy

me,

month!

local theatres

Anyone

want

are

full to the brim

to donate

with great

plasma with me? ( I' m

things to

see

kidding... sort

this
of.)

Wicked is making a long-awaited appearance at the Pantages, but there is a
0% chance of getting tickets if you don' t
already have them. The good news:
other great options abound!

Thru 11/ 30
The Minneapolis Central Library is hosting a touring exhibit of
(

PostSecret. It's been an internet phenomenon since its inception in 2004
http:// postsecret.blogspot.com). For all of the critical things you
can say about PostSecret, it's also a pretty powerful reminder that you' re
w
not alone. Open during library hours. Free. More at wwmplib.org-

At the Guthrie:
Shadowlands is the story of love, vulnerability and loss in the lives of
and his beloved wife, Joy. $24 and
up.
Keep watch later this year for Angels in America playwright Tony

C. S. Lewis

All month:
Minnesota History Center Library presents If These Walls Could Talk,

Kushner' s

an interactive exhibit that traces the history of our beloved state

new work, which was commissioned
by the Guthrie and will
debut here in 2009. Big deal, cool stuff. The playwright will be at the
Hopkins Center for the Arts on 12/ 11 to talk about his work, but it is
pretty price-y. www.hopkinsnm. com/ hca/

At the Chanhassen Dinner Theatre:
The

the only, The Producers.$ 44
wwwchanhassentheatres. com
one,

and

through the stories of 50 families who lived in one( still-standing) house
in Saint Paul. Each room recalls a different era and, yes, you can touch

things—in fact, you have to in order to really get the full experience.
4-8, wwwmnhs.org/ exhibits/ openhouse

What Do You Say, America? is a new exhibit at the Weisman Gallery on

up. Thru 1/ 31/ 09.

the U of M campus showing government posters from the WWI/ WWH
eras.

At the Black Forest Inn ( yes that' s
The restaurant opens up its space for a run
in the flush of our land. $ 12- 15, thru 11/ 22.

wwwweisman. u=.

edu

Etc.

right):
of(

Free. Thru 1/ 4/ 09.

Chekhov' s) Three Sisters

11/ 28: Again, Singer-songwriter&

totally hip mama Kimya Dawson

of the Juno soundtrack) is touring around her new album of

songs for children,`Alphabutt". Your kids will laugh at her potty

www.blackforestinnmpls. com

jokes, you' ll delight in her wordplay. The Cedar Cultural Center,

At the Children' s Theatre
The Lion, The Witch&

tickets

2: 30

Company_

The Wardrobe. $

pm.$

12( 2 and under: Free).

Call the Cedar Ticketline at

612/ 338. 2674 ext. 2.

21. 50 and up. Show times and

at www.childrenstheatre. org

Thru 12/ 27: A Day in the Life of an Elf. Macy' s annual Christmas
display is open during store hours. Free.

At the O' Shaughnessy:
Order tickets

for Ballet Minnesota' s annual production of The
for one weekend only: 12/ 19- 12/ 21.$ 28 and
up.
651- 690- 6700 or www.balletminnesota. org for tickets.

Nutcracker

now

which runs

12/ 27:

Luther's own " Checkmate Cate" Luehr is a member of the

NorthStar Roller Girls roller derby team. She's playing in this
bout—and it's a night you won' t soon forget.$ 12.
www.northstarrollergirls.com

At the Plymouth Play House:
Church Basement Ladies: A Second Helping. A sequel to the regional
favorite. Runs through the end of February.$24.
www.plymouthplayhouse. com

Theological Superhero of the Month:
THAT99

KANT

Super Vision Sees and postulates all. Phenomenon and numina alike.
Super- Intellect- Daree to Know- Sapere Aude

Already knows what you are thinking- a priori.
Enlightened

Lies and evil action are laid low with the power of the Categorical Imperative
Punishes enemies with sentences of no shorter than 50 words.
Unflappable Punctuality

Has failed to notice how human beings actually act.
David Hume and Batman fortheirdo-as- l- say-not-a5- 1- do Style
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Table Talk

What

are you not

Luther Seminary

Down the H i I I

Concord

through younger eyes

God Likes Corn

going to tell

Grandma this Thanksgiving?

Tovah Maas
Daugther of Matt and Julie Maas

8

Dad: We

Happy

Fourth

of

have

been

asked to

write an article on Sabbath for

July!"

the

Antonio Spargo

seminary' s

newspaper

The

Concord.

M. Div. Junior

Tovah: Are we gonna go to the
restaurant( OCC cafeteria)?!

Dad: No, they asked us to talk

M

about Sabbath. We will go to the

Who

put

the

restaurant another day. Let' s look

overalls

at your Bible and find some places

in Mrs. Murphy's

where God rested.

chowder?"

l

Roy

Tovah: Then we' ll get a burger
and fries? Are you the teacher?

Harrisville

Professor Emeritus

Dad: I

Alli
What is that black

thing

in the

Your Dad

right
g ht

now,

about yourself little girl.
Tovah: I am Tovah and I am four years old.

,

lutefisk?"
Lyle Belleque

am

but okay, I am the teacher. Tell me

Dad: And what do you like?

"`

Tovah: Are

you still a

teacher? (Dad

nods) I like drawing

and pink and PBS kid shows.

M. Div. Junior

Dad: Why do you think we need to rest?
Tovah: Why? `Cause we sleep and then need to play on
Thursday days and Monday days.
Sola

Dad: Kids play a lot. Is there a time when we don't play?

Turkey."

Tovah: Time out.

Ben Worley

Dad: You are right. So did God ever take a time out or need

M. Div. Middler

to rest?

Tovah: God died, you know. But just for a couple minutes

Note to self: review first person of the Trinity with daughter
and survey of early church heresies during tomorrow nights'
bedtime story).

This one time, at band

Dad: You are right, that is not a long rest. Then what did

camp..."

God do?

Katie Johnson

Tovah: I think He just woke up and took a walk to a village

M. Div. Middler

then, with His friends.

Dad: You are right. Jesus walked to the village of Emmaus
after He died and rose. I wonder if God takes naps?

r

Hey Grandma, dinner is
lacking this year. Want to
hit the
Nina

casino

Joy

buffet?"

Tovah: Um, yeah. God has a snack and then reads and goes
to bed.

Dad: What kind of bedtime snack does God like?
Tovah: Corn.

M. A. Senior

Dad: Yum. This conversation is making the teacher hungry.
Class dismissed.
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